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Abstr act-Compared

with

traditional

wireless

networks,

the

congestion control design of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is
more significant to the network performance due to its own
characteristics. In this paper, we design a mechanism using spare
resources to mitigate congestion in a many to one network. We
classify the node congestion into two categories according to the
reasons and propose two distributed algorithms which can find
an alternative path using the neighbor table efficiently. At the
end of this paper, we simulate the drop rate of WSN to evaluate
our mechanism. The simulation shows that using our mechanism
improves network transmission quality significantly.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a large
number of autonomous sensor nodes which are capable of
gathering
phenomenon,
performing
processing
and
communicating with other nodes [1]. The sensor detects
sensory information and sends the data to sink node through
short-range, a multi-hop transmission. Compared with the
traditional wireless ad-hoc networks, WSNs get their unique
features such as the limit power and memory of sensor nodes,
densely deployed in the phenomenon, the multi-hop tree
topology of many to one characteristics and the mass burst data
when sudden changes happened in the environment [2]. These
characteristics of sensor nodes and WSN cause localized and
transient congestion, which easily lead to a packet loss,
reducing the link utilization and other issues to reduce the
reliable of network [2], [3], [4].
This paper focuses on the congestion of WSNs occurred by
sudden data. We design a scheme of using redundancy
resources to generated diversion paths dynamically in tree
topology. The paths will distribute the sudden traffic to reduce
the congestion rapidly and keep the sink node collecting
information accurately. Current mechanism of congestion
control introduces some approaches to relieve congestion, and
lots of them focus on how to restrict the traffic rate to alleviate
congestion. Although some researches design multiplexing
paths [4] or alternate paths to increase the reliability of
networks, these mechanisms not only use few extra nodes and
paths resources effectively which may easily cause power
wasting, but also ignore the many-to-one characteristic of
WSN.
Consider of the different causes,
we investigate a
congestion control mechanism of using extra network resources
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to eliminate the congestion. The following WSN features are
considered; first, as the energy limitation of sensor node, we
should use the existing route path as the alternative path instead
of generating a new path. Second, consider in tree topology
networks, we design a distributed algorithm to select the
appropriate path quickly at the same time to avoid new
congestion.
The rest paper is divided into three sections; the first section
introduces related work and dermes the problems, the next part
describes the details of the alternative path congestion control
mechanism, the final part simulates the scheme and concludes
the paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Some researches have proposed some reliable mUlti-path
routing protocols for wireless Ad-hoc networks [4], [10]. This
paper focuses on using alternative method to mitigate the WSN
congestion. Comparing with multi-path protocols, we only
establish alternative paths when detect the congestion and we
will use redundancy path to forward traffic to save power.
Recently, the congestion control is a hot topic of WSN
research. CODA [3] is one of the typical congestion control
mechanisms of wireless sensor networks, which uses restricting
source rate to mitigate the congestion. CODA introduced a
open-loop and closed-loop technique. IFRC [5] proposed one
fair mechanism work on tree topology. It defined the
interference node of WSN. When the congestion occurred in
the tree topology, IFRC designed that nodes share congestion
indicators instead of hop-by-hop back-pressure to reduce
source rate as well as keep fire of transmit.
Gansesan [9] introduced the idea of mUlti-path scheme to
ensure transmission quality in WSN. ARC [4] proposed using
adaptive resource control to mitigate the congestion. ARC
introduced how to use adaptive resources in WSN to set up a
backup path based on neighbor table to deliver congestion
traffic. But ARC ignored lots of idle path in WSN and only
generated new path when detected the congestion and released
the path after the alleviate congestion, which would consume
valuable energy of sensor nodes.
Base on the impact, WSN congestions can be classified into
local congestion and global congestion. Local congestion
which occurs in part region is usually caused by link or node
failure. Global congestion is the type occurs in the entire
network and due to the amount of data need transmit excess the

network capacity, while it reduces the data collection rate.
Since wireless sensor networks have lots of available resources
as densely distributed nodes, the global congestion is rare while
the local congestion will often be generated by the environment
of monitor region changes and emergent data. This paper
focuses on discovering and solving local congestion in time.
Recent researches on WSN congestion propose some
effective congestion detection and reporting methods.
Congestion detection is based on buffer queue length [2], [3],
[4], [6] or channel condition [3], [7], [8]. Congestion
notification may be sent by notice packets [3], [6] or set the
congestion bit of the sending packet [4], [5], and the neighbor
nodes will listen to the packets to update congestion status.
As the congestion will bring packets drop to WSN, the sink
node cannot receive valid data that sensor nodes detect and the
environment would be failed to monitor. Congestion can avoid
losing packet and improve network reliability. We will evaluate
our mechanism performance by calculate packets congestion
nodes' drop rate and total packets delivery.
Ill.

CONSIDERATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS

A. Design Considerations

As described before, we use redundancy resources to
mitigate local congestion, and the existing idle path is priority
selected to save energy [4]. We divide the local congestion into
two categories according to causes. First, due to the node
energy depletion or the link failure in hotspot, the packets
cannot be transmitted cause congestion. On the other hand,
when many source nodes attempt to send data to the sink node
and several flows will aggregation to a node, large amounts of
data may exceeding the node processing capacity results in a
congestion.
When a sensor node losses power because of energy
consumption or mutations, it will fail to send data to the next
hop and the packets will be dropped. The mechanism should
find an alternative path to transmit the data, as well as making
sure that the failure node is not on the path and the path will not
interfere with the failure node. Also while several flows
aggregation to one node, these flows need be transmitted
immediately. If the data excess the node processing capacity,
the design should use the free path to forward some of these
flows which should be determined efficiently to avoid new
congestions.

Figure I.

Sub-net of WSN.

from congestion, the sum of its child nodes' rate can't excess Fl'
Accordingly, if node i or its ancestor node is congestion , we
can set its FI zero to indicate this node is over capacity. As a
node's child node starts or stops sending data or the network
topology changes, its FI should be adjusted, and the new value
of FI should be forwarding to neighbor nodes to help them to
update neighbor table.
Because of the dense nodes, the WSN get a large size, we
can use the redundancy resources to build an alternative path.
Because it is too expensive to save entire network status, we
design the neighbor table only to store necessary information
saving sensor nodes' buffer and energy. The neighbor table of
node 7 in figure 1 is shown in table 1.
In the table, ID indicate the node's universal ID, H is the
node's height in the stable route and the sink nodes' height is 0,
N is the node's next hop node. Every node should record
neighbors in the table as well as its own height and Fl' After
sensor nodes deploy in monitor area, they will establish tree
topology, and then nodes get there height and father nodes.
These information need to be send to neighbor nodes through
broadcasting, after a while, every node would set its neighbor
table.
IV.

MECHANISM DESIGN

In this section we will describe the design's details of the
congestion detection and how to establish an alternative path.
A. Congestion Detection

B. Description and Neigh bor Table

Once the congestion occurs, how to detect the congestion
and report its status is the key to rapidly mitigate congestion.

Consider a WSN with densely dispersed sensor nodes, and
the set of the sink nodes is S={s;}. It's easy to notice that s; is
the root of route tree.

Considering two different kinds of local congestion as we
described before, if congestion is caused by node failure, the
failure node will set its FI to O. As discussed before if any child

Denote node's max forwarding rate is JIl, which is related
to the network environment. As soon as the sensor nodes
self-organize a network, the JIl of each node can be set up. For
fairness and efficiency of the transmission, we keep F;o�Ff, in
which node j is one of node i's child nodes [5]. The node's
available forwarding rate FI at time t can be determined by the
total transmit rate. We can dynamic adjust Ft,i=F;o-;;, in which;;
indicates the sum rate of all data flow through node i. Take
node i for instance, it's easy to conclude that to keep i away

TABLE I.

EXAMPLE OF NEIGHBOR TABLE

ID

Hcight(H)

Father node(N)

Available forwarding rate(Ft)

3

2

I

5

4

2

I

3

6

3

3

0

8

3

4

8

nodes try to send data to the failure node, it will notice failure
node's F/ is 0 which indicates it's a congestion node. The child
nodes will change its neighbor table and start to find alternative
path. On the other hand, when several nodes send packets to
one node, the buffer occupation can represent the congestion
state [2], [3], [5], [10]. When the buffer queue crosses threshold
U [5], the node is regarded to be congestion. In our design we
use diversion path to mitigate congestion instead of adjusting
data rate frequently, so we set threshold U to be a constant.
Generally the threshold may set to be 0.9 times of queue length
[4]. We set the congestion bit of forwarding packets to notify
congestion condition to other nodes. Any node listened the
congestion information will update its neighbor table of setting
congestion node's F/ to O. The child nodes listened the
congestion information will start to find a new forwarding path
according to the mechanism.
B. Alternative Path Searching Algorithm ofFailure Node

Type Congestion

Consider a failure node a, any source node trying to send
data to sink node through node a will bring congestion. All the
child nodes will start find another forwarding path using the
algorithm shown in figure 2.
Since sink node is the root of the route tree, the node with a
smaller height is closer to the sink node, so that it will cost less
energy for transmitting. For nodes at the same level, the
algorithm should guarantee it's not a child node of node a. In
case the diversion path is congestion too, the Fk should be
bigger than zero. Once node i find the candidate diversion node
k, the request packet will be sent by node a to node k. After k
response the request, the alternative path will be established
and node i can forward data through the new path. If node i
doesn't receive a response it will look for other neighbor nodes.
If a node doesn't find a candidate node in step 3 or 4,
instead it will send a finding diversion path request to the node
with minimum Hk and non-zero Fk. The request contains the
request node ID, the congestion node ID, and the height of the
congestion, the node receiving this request will find an
alternative path in its neighbor table recursively. Take an
example, the node j receives the request (i, a, Ha), and it will
execute the following steps in figure 3.
As the algorithm shown in figure 3, if the nodej's height is
lower than the congestion node, the diversion path can be set
up immediately. In step 4, 5 and 6, the node should check
whether it uses the same path with node i, if not, this node can
be used to transmit the congestion flow. In other condition, it
will find a path recursively as realized in step 7. In case of
circle request, once a node start finding a alternative path, it
will set a flag. Any nodes receive finding path request should
check the flag first, it will run the algorithm if only the flag is
not set. Because there are a large number of idle nodes, shortly
we can fmd a diversion path to transmit the packets from
congestion area.
As part of WSN shown in figure 4, node 4 can't forward
packets from node 6 and 7 anymore, and then node 6 and 7 fmd
new paths to send data through node 3 and node 8 instead.

1. sort all nodes in the neighbor table except father node
according to ascending order of H
2. for each node k in nodes array:
3. if Hi> Hk and Fk> 0 send forwarding request and wait
for a response
4. else if H,-Hk = 1 and Nk != Ni and Fk > 0 send
forwarding request and wait for a response
5. else in Fk > 0 nodes select the node with minimum
Hk , send finding path request wait for a response
6. receive response, start forwarding packets using
diversion path
Figure 2.

Searching algorithm of node i.

1. flh=�-Ha
2. switch(flh):
case <0: return the request, find path
3.
case 0: ifj!=a return the request, find path
4.
5.
case 1: if N)=a return the request, find path
6.
case >1: check if the ancestor node of flh hops is
node a, if not find path
7. select a node m with the minimum height except node i
or a, send (i, a, Ha)request
8. response from m, find path
Recursive search algorithm of nodej.

Figure 3.
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Diversion Paths Scheme on Failure Node.

C. Alternative Path Searching Algorithm ofAggregate Flows

Type Congestion

As described before, several flows aggregating to one node
will cause local congestion. Take figure 5 for instance, node 7,
8 and 9 send data to node 4 at the same time, the forwarding
rate excess the node's capability, and the buffer of node 4 is
cram, so node 7, 8 and 9 should find their new paths to send
packets.
When occupation of node a's queue excess threshold U,
node a is regarded as a congestion. The node set its Fa to 0 and
sends the congestion information to child nodes. The child
node i will check its buffer after receiving the congestion
information, if in buffer there is any packet which is waiting to
be sent to node a, the node i should start finding a diversion
path. Set the forwarding rate of node i be ri, the algorithm is
described in figure 6.

Take figure 5 for example, node 4 is a congestion, node 7, 8
and 9 start to find an alternative path using the algorithm
described in figure 6. Assumed node 7, 9 find diversion paths
and node 4 notices that only need node 9 to forward flow to
alleviate congestion, so node 9 sent packets through node 5,
and node 6, 8 still use node 4 to forward the traffic.
V.
Figure 5.

Diversion Paths Scheme on Aggregate Flows.

1. sort all nodes in the neighbor table except father node
according to ascending order of H
2. for each node k in nodes array:
3. if Hi> Hk and Fk > ri send forwarding request and wait
for a response
4. else if H,-Hk = 1 and NK != Ni and Fk > ri send request
and wait for a response
5. else if Ni is node k's ancestor node:
6.
continue
else send forwarding request and wait for a
7.
response
8. return congestion node, report if find a diversion path
Figure 6.

Searching Algorithm

When congestion node receives its child nodes' returns, it
will decide which child node will use diversion path to forward
data. Let S={i} represents child node set of the congestion node
a, ri indicates the data rate of i forward to a, D={ d} denotes the
set of nodes find alternative path and the size of set D is k.
According to max forwarding rate's definition, cause of node a
is congestion, so we can know,

Fa 1
,

=

Fao

iE5

-

I lj < 0

(1)

Descending sort nodes in set D by their rates. For the
ordered set D={ d i I rdi>rdi+ d , find a integer m <=k, let
jED,j<m-1
Fa l
,

+

L
j

jED,j<m
rj:::; 0:::; Fa l
,

+

L
j

rj

(2)

SIMULA TIONS

We simulate the diversion path on NS2 to evaluate our
mechanism. We design two different scenarios to simulate two
categories of local congestion. The detailed NS2 setting is
shown in table 2.
A. Congestion Caused by Node Failure

For node failure type congestion we set a sub-network as
shown in figure 7, in which node 0 is the sink node, node 6 is
the source node and node 4 is out of power bringing congestion.
According the algorithm describes in section 4.2, the source
node 6 will send data through node 5. We will evaluate the
transmission result by using or not using an alternative path.
We add up the total number of packets sink we received
and calculate the loss rate of congestion node to evaluate the
influence of the congestion. The simulation results is as shown
in figure 8, the red curve indicates the results of using diversion
path comparing with the blue curve without the diversion path,
and the x-axis is the different source rate of the traffic.
As shown from the left figure, when there is congestion in
the network, by using an alternative path, we can significantly
increase the number of received packets. Also from the right
figure, we can see using a diversion path will decrease the drop
rate from 0.7 to 0.1.
B.

Congestion Caused by Flow Aggregation

We evaluate the second algorithm using the sub-net as
shown in figure 5. Assume that node 7, 8 and node 9 try to
send data to sink through node 4, as we discussed before, the
node 4 will congest. We simulate different drop rates in
different source rates to evaluate the mechanism.
First we increase the source rate of all 3 nodes, and the
result is shown in the left of figure 9. The blue line indicates
the drop rate of the entire net without flow diversion, while the
red curve shows the result of using alterative path. We can
notice that the green drop rate is obviously higher than the blue
one.

Then the congestion node sends their response to {d],
dm}, the nodes receive the response starting to forward
packets through diversion paths. If node a can't find integer m,
all nodes in set D begin to forward traffic through the
alternative path and other nodes in set S may slow down their
rates to mitigate congestion.

d2

• • •

TABLE II.

SIMULATION SETTING

Parameter
Area of simulation field
MAC
IFQ length
RXThresh
Packet Size

Value

500m * 500m
802.11
50
2.81838e-9
128

Figure 7.

Ccenario of Sub-network.
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Result of Flow Aggregation Congestion.

Also we lock up the data rate of node 7 and node 8, and
dynamically enhance node 9's sending rate. The result is
shown in right of figure 9. Clearly without the transmitting
flow through alternative path there is notable congestion when
the rate of source node just excess 50kbps, compared using
alternative the congestion drop appears when the source rate
excess 400kbps.
According to the simulate result, for both node failure and
flow aggregation congestion, using the diversion path to
forward traffic will mitigate the congestion and increase the
network reality.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper represents the categories of local congestion of
wireless sensor networks. Based on using spare resources idea
we proposed a new mechanism to mitigate the congestion using
the vacant path in the network instead of restricting the transmit
rate. We describe the detail algorithm of finding alternative
path rapidly and choosing the proper diverting flow. We also
simulate to evaluate our design in NS2.
In this paper we define the [1l to indicate the capacity of a
single node. But in the real WSN environment the node's
capacity is a more complex parameter, which related to
environment, topology, MAC protocol and node's energy. To
determine node's capacity is a complicated task, we may
investigate in the future work.
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